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The times … they are a-changin’ 
-Bob Dylan 

 
In 1995, the primary use of the internet was e-mail for the masses. Next, doctors linked to hospitals 
and MCOs for clinical information and insurance benefits coverage. Today, physicians are finding 
deeper avenues for the Internet and cloud computing:  
  

 Queries from patients, newsletters, podcasts and educational links.  
 Continuing education, consultations and professional presentations.  
 Nurse connectivity and lab results with alerts for abnormal values.  
 Computerized Physician Order Entry Systems.  
 Picture Archiving and Communication systems and clinical imaging.  
 Appointments, open scheduling digital transcription services and administration. 
 eMRs and clinical groupware, etc  

 
DEFINITIONAL OBSCURITY 
 
The broad term eHealth was introduced in 2000. It refers to the use of computers, networks and the 
internet to store and manage medical records, instead of paper files. According to the WHO, it 
refers to components delivered, enabled and supported through the use of technology. It may 
involve administrative, financial and clinical communication between providers, patients and 
payers; like referrals and e-prescribing. More formally, eHealth provides stakeholder access to 
databases, knowledge resources, checklists and decision support tools to guide healthcare service 
delivery. http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/?page_id=21352&preview=true 
 
But, ever since the term “web 2.0″ was first used in 2004, there has been much definitional 
obscurity about its’ true impact in medicine. And, although no one’s defined it clearly, we think the 
health-on-the-internet evolution falls into 3 categories.  
 
HEALTH ON THE INTERNET   
 
Health 1.0 
 
This is the dying healthcare system of today. Information is communicated from doctors to 
patients. It is a basic B2C [business-to-consumer] website as the internet became one big 
encyclopedia by aggregating knowledge silos. Some doctors maintain websites, others do not. 
Nevertheless, Health 1.0 has a command and control hierarchy; doctors on top of the pyramid, 
patients on the bottom.    
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Health 2.0 
 
According to Matthew Holt [personal communication] Healthcare 2.0 may be defined as:  
 
“The foundation of healthcare 2.0 is information exchange plus technology. It employs user-
generated content, social networks and decision support tools to address the problems of 
inaccessible, fragmentary or unusable health care information. Healthcare 2.0 connects users to 
new kinds of information, fundamentally changing the consumer experience (e.g., buying insurance 
or deciding on/managing treatment), clinical decision-making (e.g., risk identification or use of 
best practices) and business processes (e.g., supply-chain management or business analytics)”. 
 
And so, if Health 1.0 was a static book, Health 2.0 is a dynamic discussion 
http://www.health2advisors.com 
 
Example: The power of the internet is illustrated in the phenomenon of “crowd-sourcing.” In this 
context, the term means to harvest the reach of social networking [wisdom of crowds] to solve a 
problem. A knowledge seeker asks a question and participants respond.  For example, readers can 
participate on the www.MedicalExecutivePost.com or www.BusinessofMedicalPractice.com sites 
to improve the administration of any medical practice. And, www.PodiatryPrep.com is an example 
of how podiatrists connect for global board certification assistance. 
 
Health 2.0; plus 
 
The www.HealthDictionarySeries.com defines this emerging hybrid as a bridge uniting the 
philosophy of contemporary Health 2.0 with futuristic Health 3.0 technologies. Cisco System’s 
HealthPresence is one example developed in 2010, by Dr. T. Warner Hudson. Using the network as 
a platform, HealthPresence combines video, audio and information to create an environment 
similar to what patients experience when they visit their own doctor.  
http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/2010/01/28/about-the-cisco-healthpresence-medical-
delivery-model/ 
 
And, firms like 23andMe, Navigenics, DeCodeMe, CollabRx and Cure Together, hope that 
genomics and aggregated patient experiences will advance fast enough so the current epidemic of 
“more diagnosis with less ability to change outcomes” will morph into one where knowing your  
future averts adverse medical consequences. 
 
Health 3.0 
 
Soon, patients will not only be seeking information; but actionable intelligence – whether it is 
artificial or real. Patients will communicate almost as with another patient or doctor. The internet 
won’t just blindly do what we tell it to do - it will think and represent some amazing opportunities. 
For example, imagine your toilet running a SMAC 20 and then being instantly notified of the 
results by your smart phone? Or; use your iPhone to send pictures and streaming videos of 
conditions for a second opinion www.KnockingLive.com 
 
COMPETITIVE HEALTH 2.0 MARKET TENSIONS 
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Dr. John Luo MD of the UCLA Semel Institute lists three competitive trends that are challenging 
traditional Health 1.0 delivery and producing much fear and anxiety among medical practitioners. 
 
1] Health Search and Information for all Stakeholders 
 
While Google, Yahoo, Bing, Buzz and Chrome are well know search engines, health-specific 
engines like Healia, Medstory, Healthline, ClinicalTrials.gov and PubMed are more granular. 
Medical taxonomies include Medline’s Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), Systematized 
Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical Terms (SNOMED-CT) and the National Cancer Institute (NCI) 
Thesarus.   
 
2] Social Networking for Patients, Employers and Insurers 
 
MySpace, Flickr, YouTube and Facebook are consumer social networks; as are Bebo, Friendster, 
LiveMocha, Orkut, and Yelp. But, in the Health 2.0 world, social networking has a new 
meaning. For example, DailyStrength creates online journals while members give virtual “hugs” to 
support one another, 24/7. Venture capitalist Esther Dyson’s PatientsLikeMe, focuses on 
neurologic, immuno-deficiency, endocrine and mood affectation disorders. Information is plotted 
graphically over time to help members see outcomes on specific symptoms. MedHelp adds topic-
based forums featuring physician experts, while ReliefInsite.com focuses on chronic pain 
management.  
 
There are specific niches, too. Colleague Brad Kittredge developed a patient network for persistent 
medical non-diagnosis which is defined as “clinical symptoms that five or more doctors are unable 
to diagnose” [http://hyoumanity.blogspot.com]. The economic, employment, social and human 
costs of this situation are enormous [personal communication].  
http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/2009/01/19/about-hyoumanity/ 
 
And doctors, who should be leaders in micro-sharing, are often not according to Phil Baumann, RN 
BSN [personal communication] as reported in his treatise “140 Healthcare Uses for Twitter.”   
 
“Twitter may either be the greatest time wasting prank ever played on the internet community - or- 
it may be the best thing since sliced bread. There’s potency in the ability to burst out 140 
characters, including a shortened URI. Could this power have any use in healthcare?”   
http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/2009/06/09/health-care-uses-for-twitter-suggestions-for-
micro-sharing/ 
   
3] Professional Networking for Medical Providers 
 
LinkedIn is a professional network that offers job postings and discussion forums. Other sites 
include CIOzone, LiveMinds and NetworkingforProfessionals. These are popular with employment 
recruiters.   
 
In the Health 2.0 space, Sermo.com* is the largest online healthcare community, with more than 
150,000 verified members. At this site physicians pose questions so that clinical findings and 
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unusual events can be shared with collective knowledge advancing patient care. Active physician 
licenses are verified upon entrance but doctors can maintain an anonymous profile, thereafter. 
Pharmaceutical companies pay to access the observations and clinical insights on Sermo - which 
may now be considered the de-facto national medical membership organization – in as much as 
fewer than 18 percent of all MDs belong to the formerly august AMA. In fact, CEO and Founder 
Daniel Palestrant MD earned high-praise from young physicians, and much ire from the old AMA 
guard, with recent competitive taunts proclaiming same.  
 
*Sermo does not allow member podiatrists at this time; a related analog for DPMs is Podatry.com. 
 
Ozmosis is another site that pools and shares clinical pearls but its revenue comes from medical 
technology companies that sponsor forums seeking user experiences like iMedExchange. Other 
health networks are Knol, HealthLine, MedNotes, WebMD; BoardCertified, MentalHealt.net; 
ChainOnLine, Medpedia, HealthProNet.org, HCPLive, and TheDoctorsChannel.com.  
 
For physicians interested in medical writing, investigative reporting and health journalism; 
MedlinePlus, MayoClinic.com, CDC.gov and TuDiabetes.com are popular, while Livestrong.org, 
CureTogether.com, Roadback.org, ABC News Health and ToxNet are growing. Podiatrist may join 
the American Podiatric Medical Writers Association. Others, the Association for Healthcare 
Journalists at: http://www.healthjournalism.org 
 
4] Health 2.0 Platforms for All 
 
At iMBA Inc, we include a fourth anxiety producer as anyone can now create their own website, 
blog, vlog, or e-forum. Popular build-your-own platforms are Ning, Blogger, WordPress, TypePad, 
Trifecta, Tripod and Squarespace. These are virtually free and require minimal programming skills. 
 
HEALTH 2.0 ECOSYSTEM NOT WITHOUT PROBLEMS AND CRITICS 
 
Of course, Health 2.0 has more than a few drawbacks. 
 
Beware Physician, Hospital and Accreditation Rating Services 
 
These sites offer anonymous ratings and credential information on medical providers. Patients are 
able to find financial, divorce, criminal, civil or malpractice information in some cases; for dentists 
it’s https://www.dr-oogle.com. Entire medical institutions may also be negatively implicated, as in 
the matter of patient Pam - and her husband Don - concerning John Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore 
Maryland. http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/2010/01/10/a-story-all-doctors-and-patients-
should-re-read/ And, Congress even temporarily revoked The Joint Commission’s statutory 
authority to accredit healthcare facilities in 2008, when faced with health 2.0 competition from 
upstart DNY Healthcare Inc, a more nimble division of the Norwegian company Det Norske 
Veritas. http://medicalexecutivepost.com/2009/01/22/defining-medical-sentinel-events/#comment-
7678Therefore, some health entities have entire teams that monitor the social media spectrum for 
their mentions, using monitoring services like Meltwater, Radian6, Overtone, Vocus, Moreover and 
Google for 24/7 alerts  
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However, because anyone can add good or bad feedback experiences, some entities are seeking to 
have their patients sign a contract designed to "respect privacy on the internet", by agreeing not to 
post personal experiences, or participate in online rating services [i.e., gag orders]. The ethical and 
legal ramifications of e-censorship are still emerging.  

 www.DrScore.wordpress.com  
 http://hcplive.com/primary-care/articles/online_physician_grading_websites 
 http://hcplive.com/primary-care/articles/online_physician_grading_websites 

 
Rude Doctor Bloggers 
 
In retaliation, some doctors are starting blogs of their own. But, blogging also presents new risks of 
breaching patient privacy. As blogs proliferate, some practices and hospital privacy officers are 
considering policies that provide standards for doctors engaged in this activity.  
 

 www.MedRants.com  
 www.GruntDoc.com 

 
This might be a good side-bar 
 
The Report on Patient Privacy [9/22/08], Modified from Julie Chicoine of The Ohio State 
University Medical Center, offers the following guidelines for physicians: 
 
 Be careful. “You should write as if the world is going to read your postings and know they 

came from you.  
 Focus on education and general medical principles. Avoid specific or community identifiable 

information.  
 Ask your malpractice carrier. Request guidelines on this topic.  
 Never post in the heat of passion. Allow yourself a cooling-off period before sharing your 

thoughts.  
 Blogs inappropriate for medical mistakes or hospital errors. Pursue those concerns through the 

appropriate administrative channels.  
 Include a disclaimer that posts are not medical advice.  
http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/2008/05/16/on-web-20-doctor-bloggers/ 
 
 
Avoiding Virtual Relationships 
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The newest online patient annoyance is the ‘elationship’. Beware; these suitors aren't interested in a 
real-life hookup, just the virtual kind. Location-based mobile services like Google Buzz may be 
especially hazardous to your ongound security.  
 
More specifically, should a doctor ever “friend” a patient on Facebook, or similar site [Imvu, 
OpenDiary, MySpace, Digg, Friendster, Hi5, Imeem, LiveJournal or Xanga]?  Don’t, but if you 
must, here is a list of healthcare specific sites to consider:  
 

 http://visionwidget.com/inspiration/web/349-microblogging-tools.html 
 http://www.physicianspractice.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=articles.details&articleID=1444

&cid=p2rss 
 http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35338085/ns/technology_and_science-

love_in_the_digital_age/?GT1=43001 
 http://www.cnn.com/2009/HEALTH/09/03/friending.your.doctor/index.html 
 http://techcrunch.com/2010/02/09/if-google-wave-is-the-future-google-buzz-is-the-present/ 

 
Internet Security Concerns 
 
The "Kneber botnet", of January 2010, gathered login credentials from infected computers and 
reported back to hackers. Yahoo, Hotmail and Facebook accounts were infiltrated, as well as 
pharmaceutical giant Merck and Cardinal Health Inc. 
 
HIPAA Privacy Concerns 
 
Office policy should require patient’s give their consent for email through a secure portal with 
unique ID and password. Staff should not communicate via regular email to patients. Portals may 
be integrated with eMRs. The current leader to protect patient information is Deborah Peel MD 
founder of Patient Privacy Rights, as well as the Coalition for Patient Privacy. 
http://medicalexecutivepost.com/2010/04/06/dr-deborah-peel-vs-ms-mary-grealy-on-patient-
privacy/ 
 
And, as noted on our blog and in our book Risk Management and Insurance Planning for 
Physicians and Advisors, always consider the potential impact of unintended eMR data breaches on 
professional liability:  
 

 http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/2009/12/23/will-electronic-records-raise-the-
legal-standard-of-care-and-increase-malpractice-risk/ 

 http://www.jbpub.com/catalog/0763733423/table_of_contents.htm 
 http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/?p=21559 

 
SPECTACULAR CORPORATE HEALTH 1.0-2.0 FAILURES  
 
There have been some colossal corporate Health 2.0 failures too, like early entrant DrKoop. And, 
consider Revolution Health started by AOL’s Steve Case as a personal cloud computing health 
record. Sadly, Revolution Health was shut-down in February 2010. Not everyone, it seems, is ready 
for Health 2.0 
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A GENERATIONAL “THING” 
 
Eugene Scmuckler PhD, of our firm, believes most Health 2.0 angst may be more generational 
[deus ex machine] than any real “rage-against-the-machine” and very normal indeed. Why?  
 
Today it is not un-common to have three generations in a healthcare practice. We have the Baby-
Boomers, Gen X [generation following the baby boom (born in the 1960s and 1970s)] and now, 
Gen Y [Millennial Generation, Echo Boomers or the Trophy Generation]. This newest generation 
of physicians has grown up with the internet. They “get” the technology, but don’t always 
understand how to forge identities as physicians. Consultant Bruce Tuglan opines that that Gen X 
and Y is going to be: 
 
“The most high-performing civic-minded workforce in the history of the world, but they are also 
going to be the most high-maintenance workforce in the history of the world.” 
 
Gen Y is completely comfortable with Health 2.0 initiatives. So; rather than trying to get them to 
conform to traditional healthcare business models, they should be empowered to lead the way into 
the future. On the other hand, some Baby Boomers are saying with sadness,  
 
“Medicine sure isn’t want it used to be!”, while Generation X is saying “It’s about time things 
changed!” and the latest generation to enter the medical workforce, Gen Y’s, are saying “Ready or 
not, we’re here, get used to it”.  
 
The era of Health 2.0 is not about controlling or dictating; it is about participation, empowerment 
and communication. http://www.nejmjobs.org/career-resources/social-media-and-physicians.aspx]. 
 
INTERNET SAVVY CITIZENRY 
 
According to the Pew Internet, more than half of the adult population used the internet to get 
involved in the 2008 presidential process. We believe the same can be said for Health 2.0 going 
forward. This participatory class is reading blogs, listening to podcasts, and posting comments to 
Dr. Mehmet Oz. Technology is not an end, but the means to sharpen the questions a patient might 
ask when speaking to a medical professional.  
 
About e-Patient Dave [Power to the People] 
 
This age of participatory medicine was likely formalized from the online ether in October 2009 
with the: e-Patients Connections Conference, in Philadelphia, PA. It was launched by cancer 
patient Jeff Jarvis. Moreover, a recent consumer digital health meeting in March 2010 confirmed 
this growing empowerment trend. Video: http://e-patients.net/ 
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR PODIATRIC MEDICINE 
 
We believe the biggest implication of Health 2.0 for DPMs is through artificial intelligence. For 
example, soon patients may use a sophisticated search engine to input the following query: 
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“I want to find a board certified female podiatric surgeon who’s done at least 100 Austin HAV 
repairs, who operates every Monday near my house, who takes my insurance at XYZ surgery 
center, and who has never been sued, speaks Farsi and enjoys playing the flute.”  
 
Instantly - Results would be back with an offer to set up an appointment. 
 
The primary question going forward is: where on the web do you want to go to interact with others 
about podiatry related topics? And, is the digital podiatric workforce leading, or lagging, 
in adoption? Three potential scenarios are listed below.  
 
[1] Patient Centered Care [demand-driven] versus Podiatrist Centered Care [supply-driven] 
 
Patient centered care is the antithesis of command-control podiatry, where patients are engaged-
collaborators, rather than passive-followers. Characteristics of this market responsive model 
include: 
 
This might be a good side-bar 
 

 24/7/365 access versus 9-5 banker’s hours  
 Early technology adopters versus late technology adopters  
 Patient selected caregivers versus practice/MCO selected caregivers  
 Patient time sensitive versus patient time insensitive   
 Low office overhead versus high office overhead  
 Fewer FTEs, versus more FTEs 
 Same day open access medical services versus appointment scheduling  
 Quality care versus quantity of care  
 Preventative culture versus repeated interventions  
 Physician-patient satisfaction versus enterprise-wide frustration  
 Next-generation healthcare versus last-generation delivery chain 
 Generalists versus surgeons  
 Professionalism versus Merchantism.    

 
In fact, one young podiatrist opined;  
 
“Any podiatrist that expects to compete in today’s market must develop a different business model. 
And, becoming patient-centered should be at the top of the list.” 
 
[2] The Micro-Podiatry Practice Business Model 
 
The emerging “micro-practice” model may be an ideal structure for podiatry given its limited body-
scope. A low overhead, technology driven, labor reduced, electronically connected and often 
mobile practice allows more doctor control and patient face-time. It is ideal for those patients who 
pay cash, have a high deductible insurance plan, or high co-pays. It is also ideal for an aging 
populace and the renaissance of primary podiatric medicine on the horizon - despite some 
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misguided surgical mavens and the CPME - or concierge practice as exemplified by Ivar Roth, 
DPM, in Orange County, California. 
 

 http://www.citihealth.com/provider_article.php?city=oc&hc=79&art=1804&pr=1 
 http://healthcarefinancials.wordpress.com/2008/08/10/concierge-podiatric-medical-practice/ 
 http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/docs-using-mobile-apps-point-care 

 
[3] Economically Guaranteed Podiatric Care 
 
Primary podiatric medicine is also ideal for the “satisfaction-guaranteed” model. Yet, this 
economic business model may have begun with whole-body medicine at the Detroit Medical 
Center, where patient focused care is taken to an extreme with this promise.  
 
“If our patients are not absolutely satisfied with any aspect of their inpatient service or overnight 
stay in a DMC hospital, we will credit their patient pay balance up to $100.” 
 
Source: http://doctorandpatient.blogspot.com/2007/01/29-minute-er-guarantee.html 
 
HEALTH 2.0 ECONOMICS 
 
As the public sector share of domestic healthcare spending exceeds fifty percent, the Society for 
Innovative Medical Practice Design was launched to promote direct financial relationships with 
patients [www.SIMPD.org]. The society realizes that declining reimbursements  will ingratiate 
those doctors courageous and risk tolerant enough to change, while steam rolling over those who 
are too weak or risk adverse to accommodate new ideas. Of course, just how sanguine and 
optimistic you should be depends on how you hope to practice podiatry in the future. We suggest 
however, that it is possible for the declining wage premiums enjoyed by today’s “physician elite” 
will continue to shrink; and soon be considered the “new normal.” 
 
EXPERT ASSESSMENT 
 
Health 2.0 “disintermediation” means that instead of relying on doctors alone, patients can crowd-
source information. This enhances care, but blunts the medical oligopoly. Health 2.0 and the 
legislative reality of March 21st 2010 really worries doctors. The New England Journal of 
Medicine recently opined that 50% of physicians may leave medicine because of ObamaCare 
[Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act] within five years; as the alternate physician career 
movement expands: http://medfusionconf.com 
 
And, writing for Time magazine, Bonnie Rochman explored the ramifications of the 
“empowerment movement” she calls “Patient 2.0.” In her essay, she profiled the newly created 
Society for Participatory Medicine [participatorymedicine.org] which “encourages patients to learn 
as much as they can about their health and assists doctors to support patients on this data-intensive 
quest.” 
http://www.healthjournalism.org/blog/2010/02/patient-20-empowers-patients-worries-doctors/ 
 
Even George Lundberg MD, former JAMA editor said,  
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“All medical and health care is intensely personal: one patient, one professional, one moment, one 
decision. The patient is best served by fully participating. With American health care reform 
imminent, participation for self-preservation becomes even more important.” 
 
Finally, in the “Untangling the Web — Patients, Doctors and the Internet,” Pamela Hartzband MD, 
and Jerome Groopman MD claim that nothing in the history of medical innovation “has changed 
clinical practice more fundamentally than the Internet.” The increased access to medical 
information is “redefining the roles of physician and patient.” 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Donald Berwick MD, President Obama’s candidate to head the CMS, defined patient-centered care 
in a way that sounds much closer to nursing school models, than any medical models. Berwick 
argues that it’s all about asking the patient: “What do you want and need?" "What is your way?" 
"How am I doing at meeting your needs?" or "How can I help you?  
 
"Isn’t that what nurses—and doctors—once asked?  
 
Although one may surmise the next generation of internet savvy doctors are most likely to turn up 
the volume in Health 2.0 participation; no patient of any age is inclined to go back to the Health 1.0 
era - if Rochman, Lundberg, Hartzbandand, Groopman and Berwick are correct. We posit they are.  
 
Welcome to the future of lean and participatory podiatric medicine. 
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